
Dear Parent or Caregiver, 

Summer is almost here and that signals the arrival of the one thing kids everywhere look
forward to – summer vacation. It’s the time when children and young adults have fun just being
a kid and can’t wait for summer camp, pool time, family time or vacation. But one thing you
may not be aware of during the summer is the "Summer Slide." 

On average, children lose approximately two months of their reading achievement if they do
not read during the summer. They typically score lower on standardized tests at the end of the
summer than they did on the same test at the beginning of the summer. And these few
months of reading loss accumulate over the years. By the time kids reach middle school, those
who haven’t read during the summers may have lost as much as two years’ worth of
achievement. The good news is the Summer Slide can easily be prevented. 

HOW CAN YOU PREVENT THE SUMMER SLIDE? 

Reading for just 20 minutes a day, helps kids maintain the reading skills they developed
during the school year. Not only will it help them stay on track when school starts back, but
with reading they can experience a summer of adventure by stimulating their imaginations. 
 
Signing up for the Summer Reading Program through the Metropolitan Library System is
one of the best ways for your child to keep reading over the summer. Summer Reading
starts June 1 and continues through July 31. 

To help reduce the effects of the Summer Slide, I have signed your child up for the Metropolitan
Library System Summer Reading Program and created a username and password for you to
log your child’s reading this summer. Below is the information for your child’s account:

Visit Website:      metrolibrary.org/summerreading 
Click on Log Minutes & Activities 

To learn more about the Metropolitan Library System’s Summer Reading Program please visit:
metrolibrary.org/summerreading. 

Sincerely,

SUMMER READING @ METROLIBRARY

 

Username: __________________________________________________________ 

 

Password: __________________________________________________________ 


	Username: 
	Password: 


